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Abstract

This paper reviews the concept of gold investment practice in the context of Malaysia, as well as to evaluate the application of Islamic concept in gold investment. This paper discusses the views of Islamic scholars on gold transaction and the implementation of syariah rules and regulation practices in Malaysia. The methodology adopted was document research and analysis. The study concludes that Islamic gold investment is a good tool of investment and complies with the syariah law. This research also suggests that gold investment as a good opportunity to Muslim over the world in order to generate income income to fulfill their daily needs..
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Introduction

In the millennium era, there are various ways of investment that have been innovated by the corporates sector to be offered to the community. Among the various types of investment scheme available nowadays, there are an investment concept which known as gold investment. In Malaysia, The Central Bank of Malaysia (Bank Negara Malaysia) as a highest authorised body has function to supervise to any kind of investments and schemes in Malaysia. The Central Bank has been empowered by the Legislative bodies through Parliament Acts such as Central Bank of Malaysia Act 2009, Financial Services Act 2013, Islamic Financial Services Act 2013 (IFSA 2013). (BNM, 18 November 2017). This article aims to discuss and analyse the operation of Gold Investment account procedure from selected Islamic finance institution in Malaysia and evaluate how far these
practices comply with Syariah requirements. This research will be begun with the contract (akad) between the Islamic institution and the customers, as well as the modus operandi applied by bank.

This issue is important to the Muslims to ensure what their invest to certain company or institutions is truly comply with the Syariah regulation and free from any forbidden element in Islam. The Muslim being ordered by Allah (s.w.t) in the Holy Quran to take only which considered as Halal for them and leave which stated as Haram as follow:

*Meaning: “Oo Human, eat what is halal and good for you from what available on earth, and do not follows the steps of satan because the satan is your true enemy”*. (al-Quran. al-Baqarah: 168)

**Gold Investment Definition**

In order to gain a clear picture and further understanding regarding the topic, it is better to start discussion on the definition of gold investment as follow:

**Investment Definition**

Dewan Bahasa and Pustaka cited investment is to put, to give or surrender an amount of money for any effort like manufacturing items, trading, businessing and other for the purpose to gain profit (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 2000). Thus, investment from the perspective of conventional economy is any kind of money usage to buy any asset either the asset is in form of real asset or monetary asset with prediction and hoping that the asset will return profit as salary and the asset value considered will hiked soon and gain more profit. (Kamus Pelaburan, 1997).

**Gold Definition**

Gold is a yellow-coloured metal which honoured by human and held a very high and expensive value. Gold is a treasure from the underground of earth and only could be harvested by mining (Kamus Dewan, 2000). Usually, the miner will found gold in form of miniature patched together with other element such as stone and others. Gold is well-known as a solid component, easy to bend and also a very good electricity conductor.

According to Ibrahim (2012), gold is the favorable property as an investment asset for the Malaysian emerging market. As a result of the successful investment in gold, a few numbers of financial institutions in Malaysia either Islamic or conventional banks offer gold investment account as one of their products. The researchers have chosen the operation of Kuwait Finance House (M) Berhad (KFH) and Maybank Berhad as the reference on the operation of gold investment account in Malaysia.

Since the ancient ages, gold already being as a very valuable and expensive item. Gold has already being as jewelry especially for the women and had been as a symbol of whealty for individual, organization, government and even an
empire. The structure of the gold with elegen yellowish coloured and shining and also very hard to found with very little in number has attract human attraction toward it and rise it’s value becoming very expensive among human. This argument is supported by Allah (s.w.t) in the Holy Quran as follow:

“Beautified for people is the love of that which they desire – of women and sons, heaped-up sums of gold and silver, fine branded horses, and cattle and tilled land. That is the enjoyment of worldly life, but Allah has with Him the best return (Heaven)” (al-Quran. Ali Imran: 14)

From the mining gold, the gold also being processed to be maked as a coin and became as currency as medium in human for the purpose of trading and businessing. The value of the gold also proven as the best saving value throught out the century and also as the best anti-inflacy asset. Gold also being underlying to the value of fiat money nowadays around the world.

**Gold Investment Definition**

Gold investment defined as any form of investment which involving gold as its main commodity in the investment operation. Gold investment occurred when buying the gold physically or enrolled with any financial gold-based product for the purpose to gain profit(Syukran Hasyim,2017). Gold investment divided into two types as follow:

1. **Conventional Gold Investment**

Gold investment physically has been available since long time ago even by directly or indirectly. This kind of gold investment occures when somebody bought some gold at certain value from the gold seller or previous owner who intended to sell (Louis Ng, 2009).

The gold which already bought then being kept at the safety keeping place. Usually, people will keep this gold on their own by keeping it in the drawer at their house, under their bed or in their safety vault for those who owned a vault. This types of keeping is too risky where it is exposed to unpredicted posiblity which will resulted loss to the owner such as theft, violation, broke and other risk such as natural disasters.

However, nowadays, in the advance era, there are a specific safe keeping for gold and other valueable item where the safety of the item is guarantied and insured by insurance company at the bank. The bank will keep our valueable item at certain cost charge by the bank as service charge. This kind of keeping is more safety and guarantied compare to the conventional types of keeping.

When the price of gold rose up higher than the buying price, the owner of this gold will sell their gold with current price in order to gain the profits from the investment they made. Some of them did not sell the gold right after the price
hike, but wait longer with hope that the price of the will boom-up higher, so they will earn much more profit (Muhammad Muslehuddin, 1988).

2. Gold Investment through Monetary Institution

Gold investment nowadays is not limited only to conventional way by buying and keeping the gold physical only, however it has been transformed and expanded as a new form investment alternative. In this kind of investment, the buyer of the gold does not need to risky himself by holding and keeping the gold himself.

Under this concept, it can be understood the gold investment is an instrument of investment based on the value current gold price to gain the return. This types of gold investment becoming so popular day by day by establishing so many company and banking institution which offered this kind of gold investment scheme and differ from one to another.

The bank institution will attract the public with some facilities through this kind of gold investment scheme. The people who got interest to invest can enroll to the investment scheme with any amount subjected to the minimum and maximum range which has been fixe by the bank. When a customer (as investor) agreed to make an investment, then he must surrender some amounts in order to acquire the acquisition to gold (Muhammad Muslehuddin, 1988).

Under Islamic banking institution, the investor will be offered an option either they want to hold and keep the gold on their own, or just let the gold keep by the bank. The bank institution then will issue an account book for the investment account which in that book will be stated the amount or value of the gold owned by particular people as record to be keep by the investor for any transaction purpose in future.

The owner of the gold are freely allowed to sell their gold either to the bank back or to another buyer who got interest to their gold for the purpose to gain profit from their investment. In this research, the reasercher will give focus on this issue deeper and discussing regarding the rules in Islam about this gold investment (hukum), the underlying contract (akad), types of gold investment and others. This research will also highlighted some investment scheme offered by the banking institution in Malaysia (Muhammad Aidid bin Md Said, 2007).

Gold From The Islamic Perspective

Gold considered as a very valuable item in Islam. In Al-Quran, there are some verses where Allah (s.w.t) highlighted the gold in human life and also the others things related to gold and its function in human life. One of the verses is as follow:

إنَّ الَّذِينَ كَفَّارًا وَمِمَّا كَفَّارُوا وَمَا كَفَّارُوا فَلَنَّ يَفْلَحُ فِي الْآخِرَةِ أَحَدُهُمَا إِنْ أَفْتَدَى بِهِ أُوْلَٰٰئِكَ لَعَذَابٌ أَلِيمٌ وَمَا لَهُمْ مِنْ نَاصِرِينَ
Which means, “Indeed, those who disbelieve and die while they are disbeliever- never would the (whole) capacity of the earth in gold be accepted from one of them if he would (seek to) ransom himself with it. For those there will be a painful punishment, and they will have no helper”.

(al-Quran. Ali-Imran:: 91)

The verses given above is a form of recognition from Allah Taala towards gold as a very valuable thing on earth. In that verse, Allah want to tell us that non-muslim (Al-Kafirun) will never escape from the punishment which Allah has already prepared for them. Even they willing to pay with gold where the amount of the gold is full of earth, they will never can espace from the punishment from Allah.

Allah choose to use gold as comparison because the position and value of gold among the human, and did not use other commodities as comparison such as land, farm, fruit or animal because if these item compared to gold, these item will never being more or atleast at par with gold. This is one of the wisdom in the Quran in order to threat and weaken those who oppose Allah.

Thus, Allah even make gold as one of the reward from variouses of reward prepared by Allah in the heaven for those obey with what Allah want. This matter can be know from the verses in Quran as follow:

أُولَٰئِكَ لََُمْ جَنَّاتُ عَدْنٍ تََْرِي مِنْ تََْتِهِمُ الأَْن ْهَارُ يَُُلَّوْنَ فِيهَا مِنْ أَسَاوِرَ مِنْ ذَىَبٍ وَي َلْبَ سُونَ ثِيَابًا خُضْرًا مِنْ سُنْدُسٍ وَإِسْتَب ْرَقٍ مُتَّكِئِينَ فِيهَا عَلَى الأَْرَائِكِ ۚ نِعْمَ الث َّوَابُ وَحَسُنَتْ مُرْت َفَقًا

Which means, “Those will have gardens of perpetual residence; beneath them rivers will flow. They will be adorned therein with bracelets of gold and will wear green garments of fine silk and brocade, reclining therein on adorned couches. Excellent is the reward, and good is the resting place”

(al-Quran. Al-Kahfi: 31)

Which means, “Circulated among them will be plates and vessels of gold. And therein is whatever the souls desire and (what) delights the eyes, and you will abide therein eternally”

(al-Quran. al-Zukhruf: 71)

Gold as Ribawi Item.

Under Syariah regulation, gold considered as one of item and good which mention directly by Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) as Ribawi item. This rules and regulation (hukum) come up from two hadith from Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) as follow:

First Hadith:
Which means, “(If) gold sold with gold, silver with silver, wheat with wheat, sya’ir (types of wheat) with sya’ir, dates with dates, and salt with salt, the value (weight and value) must at par and pay cash on the spot. Whoever put addition or ask for addition, the have practiced Riba’. Whoever take the addition (from the origin value) and who paid for the addition both of them committing sin. (Imam Muslim, n.d)

Second Hadith:

Which means, “(If) gold sold with gold, silver with silver, wheat with wheat, sya’ir (types of wheat) with sya’ir, dates with dates, and salt with salt, the value (weight and value) must at par and pay cash on the spot. If the types of item (being trade), is on you to do trading but must in form of cash and on the spot”. (Imam Muslim, n.d.)

Majority of the Islamic scholar agreed that all of the six commodities which are gold, silver, wheat, sya’ir, dates and salt which mention in the Hadith above are listed as ribawi item. All of the six commodities can be traded with barter trading system and exchange the item directly but must comply with the rules and regulation as shown by Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w).

Among the term and condition which compulsory to be followed during trading ribawi item such as gold with gold, silver with silver and others are as follow:

First condition: The transaction of the trading and exchange the item must be done by cash in term of payment and the item must be handed on the spot during the trading event take place. The hand over of the item which is already being agreed to be traded must settle during the akad ceremony and cannot delay or postpone after the akad ceremony or after the both party have split away even for a while.

For example, the owner of the gold A agreed to change his gold with owner B gold, then the exchange of the ownership of the gold between gold A and gold B must settle on the spot and during the time when the agreement has been reach without any kind of postponation.
Second condition: the transaction and trading of the item must at par and equally in number or quantity or weight. This condition applied even to the same item but difference in quality for the both item.

For instance, the exchange or trading between gold 999 types with gold 916. As we know, gold 916 value is cheaper than the 999 one. However, if someone want to trade his or her 999 gold with the 916 gold, the quantity of the gold traded must same and cannot be added or lessed either one of them. If addition or less occur, the exchange and trading is prohibited (Haram) because there is riba’ in those transaction.

Zakat for Gold
All Islamic scholars agreed that those who owned gold are compulsory and must pay zakat when the period (haul) and the quantity (nisab) have already reached. This is direct command from Allah Taala to every Muslim throught verses in the Quran as follow:

\[
\text{(Quran:}\rightleftharpoons \text{which means, “and (remembered) those who keep gold and silver but did not spent it to gain Allah path, tells to them that Allah punishment is beyond doubt”}\text{)}
\]

Even there is Hadith from Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) supporting the verses in the Quran that also command to every Muslim to pay for Zakat for their gold saving which the period (haul) and quantity (nisab) has eligible to zakat calculation.

\[
\text{Which means, “for those owned gold and silver but did not execute his right will make then as slice then will be burn in the hell fire and their back bone will be stabbed. And each time the slice become cold, it will be burn again day to day which equal to fifty thousand (50,000) year until he will be punished between Allah servant and will be justify his path either to heaven or the hell”. (Imam Muslim, n.d.)}\]

It can be understood from the said texts of Al-Qur’an and Hadith; a command to pay Zakat for gold, both of it is a word of command which followed by threat from Allah and Rasul with torturing which cannot be imagined by us if the command did not being followed. This showed us how Islam seriously rules for those groups who are eligible for zakat portions.
a. Gold Zakat Rates.
After discussing about the rules and regulation in Islam regarding gold zakat and also about the supporting prove from verses of Quran and Hadith, the the question arise about what is the rate or percentage of gold zakat and how much is the quantity which will make the owner is compulsory to pay for the zakat.
In general, the period (haul) of gold zakat is one year in Hijriah. (Zakat Selangor, 15 November 2017). This is mean, when the ownership of the gold is perfectly one year in Hijriah, the it is compulsory for the owner to pay for the zakat for the gold which owned by him.
Regarding the quantity (nisab) of gold which will make compulsory to pay for the zakat is when the ownership of the gold is more than 85 gram. Starting from 85 gram, the owner is compulsory to pay for the zakat which value rated about 2.5% only from his total of gold ownership. The methodology of payment can be done by two ways as follow:
1. Pay by using his own gold which 2.5% from his total gold ownership.
2. Replace the payment of the zakat with something which is same value as 2.5% of the zakat such as us money (Zakat Selangor, 15 November 2017).

Reviews on Gold Investment and its application.
Before we proceed further discussion on “Gold Investment Scheme in Malaysia”, it is better to discuss about the beginning of the topic. As we know, nowadays there are many banking institution who offered gold investment to the public which known as Gold Investment Account in general. Some of the bank who offered this kind of investment are Maybank Berhad through Maybank Gold Investment Account (MGIA) (Maybank, 20 November 2017), Kuwait Finances House’s through KFH Gold Account-I (Kuwait Finance House Malaysia, 20 November 2017), CIMB Bank with Gold Investment Account (GIA) (CIMB, 20 November 2017) and others.
However, there are some gold investment scheme which still pratices through conventional system which is the system is based on riba’. This kind of gold investment scheme is automatically rejected and prohibited under syariah regulation because this kind of scheme is not syariah compliance and did not comply with the halal principle.
This argument is parallel with the Parameter of Gold Investment by Muzakarah Fatwa Kebangsaan, 2011 which as follow:
The transaction of buying and selling must free from any element of riba’, too much gharar and cruelty. If the transaction detected these kinds of element, the transaction considered as not comply with the syarak criteria.

For the gold investment account with Syariah compliance status, the offerer party which is the bank must confirmed that every aspect of transaction and operation must followed and parallel with the Syariah principle. All type of transaction and trading begin with a clearly contract (akad) between the bank and the customer of the gold investment and ensure the contract is comply with syariah need.

**Akad (Sighah)**

The (sighah) of the contract is known as Ijab or offering and Qabul or acceptance. Both of these Ijab and Qabul are important in any contract and transaction because this thing will justify either the contract is acceptable or void from the syariat perspective. From this activity, they can meet an agreement clearly whether the contract is through cash, loan, postponed and other else. The example of ijab word is “I sell”, thus for Qabul is “I buy”. The word of Ijab and Qabul can be use in various ways as long as it is bring the meaning of buying and selling, where the word of Qabul must followed the word of Ijab without any postponing (Al-Sharpayni, 1997).

These Ijab and Qabul need some conditions to be followed:

1. Do not put between the Ijab and Qabul another word which is not have relation with the buying and selling transaction.
2. Between the Ijab and Qabul, cannot stay shut for a long time. This means, right after the seller says the Ijab word, then the buyer must continues with word of Qabul on the spot. However, if the shut occurred due to the buyer cough or inhale after the seller says Ijab, there is no problem.
3. The Ijab and Qabul must same from the meaning even different from the word. For instance, the seller says “I sell this item to you for ten Ringgit Malaysia”, after that the buyer says “I buy this item with the price of one thousand cent”. From this example, we can see that even physically, the word is different, however the meaning is just the same (Al-Sharpayni, 1997).
4. The transaction cannot deal just to certain limited time, where the seller puts on condition such as the item is only sells for 2 year period only.
5. The contract of buy and sell cannot be binded with others element. For example, the seller said Ijab “I sell to you this orchid with the price of RM 70 thousand if my wife died while preganant”.
6. The word and pronouncation of the Ijab and Qabul must be says by a normal speaking sound and can be heared by the people near them. If the Ijab and Qabul done by whispering or with too weak speaking sound until
people nearby them cannot hear the akad, so the akad will considered void (Abdul Razak Haji Muhammad, 2012).

7. It is prohibited to put two contract in a transaction. This kind of contract also prohibited by Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) because this types of contract will be considered as Gharar (Uncertainty) because there will cause misunderstanding due to have to contract in a transaction (Mustafa Al-Khin et al., 2013).

Gold Investment Scheme from the Islamic Perspective.
In the discussion of the gold investment scheme in Malaysia, there are two types of gold investment scheme avalaible, one with the conventional system while another system is based on Syariah Muamalat system. There are huge gaps between these two system where the conventional system is easily to be operated which based on riba’ system while the Islamic one totally free from any element of riba and gharar.

Riba’ is addition occured in any transaction of ribawi items or occured in debt business activity (Sayyid Sabiq,1999). Riba’ is totally prohibihited and banned by Allah through verse in Quran as Follow:

\[ \text{وَأَحَلَّ اللَّهُ الْبَيْعَ وَحَرَّمَ الرِّبَا} \]

(Surah Al Baqarah. 2: 275)

Which means: “But Allah has permitted trade and has forbidden riba’

Riba’ can be catogerized in two types namely Riba’ Al- Fadl and Riba’ An-Nasi’ah. Riba’ Al-Fadl occured when there is an addition to one sided item in transaction which engaging ribawi item. For example, Ahmad sell one kilogram of salt to Azrul with exchanging with two kilograms of salt.

While Riba’ An-Nasi’ah is a late or postponing to hand over one of the item in the transaction which include ribawi item or an addition or interest which included in debt activity due to the assurance payment. For example, Abu owes Ali RM 20 but Ali put the condition that when Abu want to pay back, he need to pay RM 20 with interest RM 5 makes the total of the payment is RM 25. The RM 5 will considered as Riba’ An-Nasi’ah.

While gharar means uncertainty, danger or bet. al-Qaradawi in his book defined Gharar as a transaction or trading which contain uncertainty and does not clarify clearly regarding the item being traded. He gives some example of Gharar in trading such as buying a camel babies before the camel’s mom give birth, or sell the bird on the air and sell fish in the sea (Al-Qaradawi, 1999).

While al-Zuhayli defined gharar as a betting, and the availability of uncertainty regarding the trading item and does not stated clearly of did not concret, the item is unknown wheater it is available or not, or did not have
confidence the capability of the seller wheater he can deliver the item or not (Al-Zuhayli, 2008).

Based on the arguments and ideas which being thrown by both Islamic Scholar, Gharar can be concluded as uncertainty in any kind of trading and transaction of buying and selling, and the buyer did not know the characteristic and the condition of the item and the effect of the buying and selling contract also remain unknown.

Muamalat Instrument in the Gold Investment Account

Basically, Islamic banking institution will execute contract (akad) which has been recommended by Islamic scholar for their banking product in order to avoid non-compliance element. Among the instrument used in the Islamic banking institution are Bay’al-Murabahah, al-Ijarah Thumma al-Bay’, Bay’ Salam, Ufrah, Bay Dayn, Bay inah, Bay’al-Sarf, Wakalah, Wadi’ah, Rahnu, Qard hasan, Mudarabah, Sharikah/Musharikah, Hibah (Kasri Noor Suhaida, n.d.).

There are two types of Muamalat instrument involve in the operation of Islamic banking institution for the purpose of the operation of gold investment account in Malaysia. The two types instruments for the underlying contract are Bay’ Al-Sarf and Qard Hassan (Imran Tahir & Mark Brimble, 2011).

Bay’ al-Sarf

Bay’ Al-Sarf can be defined as trading of currency with the same types or difference by selling gold with gold, or gold with silver or by trading money currency such Dollar with Dolar or Rupiah with Ringgit (Shamser Mohamad et. al.,2002).

The operation procedure for Bay’ Al-Sarf in gold investment account at the Islamic bank in Malaysia occurs when the customer agrees to buy a certain amount of gold for the purpose of investment from any Islamic bank branches which offered this product. When the customer agrees to the term and condition, the customer must pay the value of the gold by cash , or by transferring from his saving or current account to the bank account, or by using cheque which received by the bank (Kuwait Finance house Malaysia Berhad, 20 November 2017).

After the payment settled, the bank must hand over and transfer the ownership of the physically to the new owner of the gold physically on the spot without any postponing to avoid from the element of Riba’ An-Nasi’ah occurs in the transaction from the postponing act. There are four main rules and conditions which must be followed in the principal of Bay’ Al-Sarf:

1. Majority of the Islamic scholar agreed that trading between gold with gold must same and at par in the aspect of quantity, weight and cannot be added the quantity of gold to one of the party even the gold are different types, design and beautiful. This is to ensure that this transaction is free from the element of riba’ al-nasi’ah.
2. In the Bay’ al-Sarf contract, the acceptance (al-qabd) of the item should be done in the akad ceremony before the buyer and the seller split away from the akad ceremony. All Islamic scholars agree that if the buyer and the seller split before the acceptance of the good being done, the akad is considered as broken (fasid) (Ibn Qudamah, 1999). The splitting happened when one of them has gone toward one way from the akad ceremony while another one has gone to other way or in easy word, they are physically splitting away from each other.

3. The contract must be in form of cash whithout any postponed by any party. The buyer must pay the price of the gold either with cash money, bank transfer or cheque. When the payment had been done, the seller which is the bank must handed over the gold which had been bought by the customer on the spot. If there are any postponing element in this Bay’ al-Sarf contract, then the akad will be broken (Fasid) (Ibn Hajar al-Asqalani, n.d.).

4. There is no such option that the contract could be terminated by any special clause (khiyar syarat). If in the agreement have this kind of clause, the contract is consider broke (fasid) because the acceptance of the item is not 100% because any party could terminate the transaction due to this khiyar syarat. (Al-Zuhaili, 2008). While in Islam, bay’ al-sarf means the buyer is totally owned the gold which he has bought previously. However, it is considered as okay if khiyar majlis being practiced in bay’ al-sarf which means when the transaction have been done, one of the party want to terminate the deal before they split away.

Qard Hasan.
The Islamic bank also uses Qard Hasan contract to perform their gold investment account together with the Bay’ Al-Sarf as we discussed previously. According to majority of Islamic scholar, Qard Hasan is an activity of transferring an ownership of any item from the owner of the item to other party as a debt with condition the item must be returned to the first owner in some period without any addition from the origin value (Al-Shaibaniy, 1983).

The three principal pillars of qard Hasan must be there in the akad (Ijab and Qabul); the party involve, debtor and debtee and last one is the item which taken into the transaction as the debt (qard). The akad must clearly clarify about the debt, about the period of the debt, value of the and other. While the party involved both of them must sound in mind, not underage (baligh) and not someone who considered as dumb who cannot managed their own properties. The last principal, regarding the item. The item must an item which can be countable with value, and must be something considered as valuable among human and not something which is not permitted in Islam (Al-Khin Mustafa, et al., 1992).
In the practice of gold investment account offered by certain Islamic Banking Institution, the concept of Qard Hasan occurred when the customers who join the gold investment account but did not want to keep their gold on their own after they have already acquired the right of the gold through buying with Bay’ al-sarf concept. The bank will keep the gold on behalf of the customers as the good debt (qard hasan).

The bank will issuing an account book, stating the number of gold which the customers agreed to give as a debt to the bank. Then, when the gold price rose-up, and the customers decide to sell their gold in order to gain profit from the hiking of gold price, the bank must handover back the gold to their customer without any addition as interest or others.

Under this kind of underlying contract, it will benefits the customer where they did not have to bother and risky themselves to save their gold on their own. The gold will be kept by the bank safely. The customers can take back their gold anytime when they want from the bank. Through this kind of muamalat instrument, the bank operation will not contradict to the syariah regulation and their investment scheme considered as syariah compliance (Kuwait Finance house Malaysia Berhad, 20 November 2017).

The Operation of Gold Investment Account Scheme in Malaysia

Gold investment account offered in Malaysia by the Islamic banking institution has several scenarios of operation procedure and it is difference from one to another. There are three types or scenarios of operation procedure in gold investment account in Malaysia as mentioned in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Minimum buying</th>
<th>Minimum Selling</th>
<th>Payment Method</th>
<th>Selling Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1 gram</td>
<td>1 gram</td>
<td>Cash Debit from current or saving account Local cheque</td>
<td>Cash Credit to current or saving account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5 gram</td>
<td>5 gram</td>
<td>Cash Debit from current or saving account</td>
<td>Credit to current or saving account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The physical of the gold can be claimed minima 100 gram.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5 gram</td>
<td>1 gram</td>
<td>Cash Debit from current or saving account Local cheque</td>
<td>Credit to current or saving account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 gram</td>
<td></td>
<td>The physical of the gold can be</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or 50 gram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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claimed with value 1,5,10,20,50 or 100 gram.

Source: Elemen Gharar Dalam Akaun Pelaburan Emas Menurut Hadith

The operational procedures above are the underlying contract for gold investment account offered by banking institution in Malaysia.

Scenario A:

The question arises under this scenario of the operational procedure is that there is no surrender or handed the bought gold to the buyer even the record of the transaction be recorded in the book of the gold investment account. This kind of trading known as Bay’ Ma’dum which means selling and buying with the item which the seller did not have and could not handed the item to the buyer (Al-Sharbini, 1997). Bay’ Ma’dum is considered as one of Gharar (uncertain) that prohibited just like buy the flying bird on the air.

This argument is based on Hadith from Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) as follow:

حَدَّثنَا عَبْدُ اللَّهِ بْنُ يُوسُفَ أَخْبَرَنَا مَالِكٌ عَنْ نَافِعٍ عَنْ عَبْدِ اللَّهِ بْنِ عُمَرَ رَضِيَ اللَّهُ عَنْهُمَا أَنَّ رَسُولَ اللَّهِ صَلَّى اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ نهَى عَنْ بِيعِ حَبَلِ الْهَبَلَةِ وَكَانَ بيِّعًا يَتَبَايعُوُ أَيْلُ الجَايِلِيَّةِ كَانَ الرَّجُلُ يَبْتَاعُ الجَزُورَ إِلَى أَنْ نُتَتجِثَ النَّاقةَ التِّي فِ بَطْنِهَا

Which means, ‘Abdullah bin Yusuf said, Malik told us from Nafi’ from ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar (r.a): “Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) has forbidden from sell and buy habal al-habalah. This is one kind of trading which is practiced by Jahiliyyah community. A man trade a baby camel before the camel give birth, then until the camel kid give birth(Imam Bukhari, 1400H).

The issue is that there is no al-Qabd after the transaction of the gold done. The exchange between the money and the gold listed under ribawi item regulation and must be exchanged on the spot without delayed during the akad of the trading occurred. The missing of Al-Qabd will cause the transaction involve in to Riba’ al-nasi’ah (Al-Zuhayli, 2008).

This also contradict with the Parameter of Gold Investment no. 13 from Muzakarah Fatwa Kebangsaan, 2011 which are:

Penyerahan barang belian (emas) hendaklah berlaku secara penyerahan hakiki ataupun kaedah muktabar yang boleh menggantikan penyerahan hakiki. Penyerahan barang belian yang muktabar akan membawa kesan sama seperti penyerahan hakiki, iaitu:

a. Berpindah dhaman (tanggungjawab jaminan) daripada penjual kepada pembeli.
b. Kemampuan pembeli untuk mendapatkan barang belianya pada bila-bila masa tanpa ada halangan. (Muzakarah Jawatankuasa Fatwa Majlis Kebangsaan, 2011)
Other issue is that when the buyers of the gold want to sell back, they buy before during the gold price arise to gain profit. This kind of trading includes under the category of *gharar* due to the trading occurs before the buyers owned the gold they previously bought, before the buyers owned the gold as physical. This kind of trading will became *baye al-mardum* because the buyers do not own their gold which not exist.

This argument supported by Hadith from Prophet (s.a.w) as follow:

حَدَّثَنَا أَزْىَرُ بْنُ مَرْوَانَ قَالَ حَدَّثَنَا حمَّادُ بْنُ زَيْدٍ حَدَّثَنَا أَبُو كُرَيْبٍ حَدَّثَنَا إِسْعَيْلُ بْنُ عُلَيْةَ قَالَ أَحَدُنَا أَبُو يُوسُفُ عُبَيْدَةَ عَنْ عَمْرو بْنِ شُعَيْبٍ عَنْ أَبِيِّهِ عَنْ جَدِّهِ قَالَ قَالَ رَسُولُ اللَّهِ صَلَّى اللَّهُ عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ لَا يَُلُّ بِيْعُ مَا لَيْسَ عِنْدَكَ وَلَا رِبْحُ مَا لَيْسَ ضَمْنُ وَلَا بِيْعُ مَا لَيْسَ عِنْدَكَ. (Abu Dawud,1999)

Which means, ‘Azhar bin Marwan said, Hammad bin Zayd said, Abu Kurayb said, Isma’il bin ‘Ulayyah said Ayyub from ‘Amr bin Shu’ayb from his father and his grandfather, Rasulullah (s.a.w) said, It is not permitted any kind of trading which you did not owned and the profit you gained from the trade is not halal’. (Abu Dawud,1999)

Other issue is that there are two akad involved in a trade. First is *Baye al-salaf*, then when the bank institution does not hand over the physical of the gold, the bought gold will be recorded as debt by the bank. To easy understand this issue, the buyers bought the gold and at the same time gave the gold as loan to the bank.

This is supported by Hadith from Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) as follow:

عن عبد الله بن عمر رضي الله عنهما أن النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم قال: لا يُخْلِق سلف وبيع، ولا شرطان في بيع، ولا ربح ما لم يضمن، ولا بيع ما ليس عندك. (Al-Bayhaqiy, 2003)

Which means, “From Abd Allah ibn Umar (r.a) that Nabi (s.a.w) said: It is not allowed (to transact) debt and sell together, and involve two conditions in selling (trading) and profit gained without any risk, and sell what you do not have. (Al-Bayhaqiy, 2003)

Scenario B:

This scenario is much better compared to scenario A because it allows the buyers to own the physical gold and keep it by themselves. However, the allowed amount is not comprehensive to all levels of buyers. This is due to the bank only allowed the investor to get their physical gold minimum to 100 gram. This will cause the buyers of the gold which is below 100 gram cannot gain the right to owned the physical gold. This modus operandi considered as non syariah.
compliant due to there is no *al-qabd* for the buyers who buy the gold under 100 gram.

Scenario C:
This scenario is bettter and comply with the syariah need, and also free from any element of riba’ and gharar due to the buyers have the option either to keep the gold itself or continuously kept by the bank under the contract of Qard Hassan. The option of the gold also comprehensive where each of the buyers can withdraw their gold even the buyers owned only 1 gram of gold. This will ensure the acceptance of the gold (*Al-Qabdi*) occured and complied with the Syariah requirements.

From this three scenarios or modus operandi, concept A and B contain the element of Gharar and *riba’ al-nasi’ah* which prohibited by Syariah. Meanwhile, the scenario C only totally complies with the Syariah requirement and regulation in term of gold investment account product. If the scenario is different, it will cause the different implication from the aspect of Syariah compliance.

**Gold Investment Account Operation – Kuwait Finance House**
There are a lot of banking systems which offered Gold Investment Account to the public. However, from the five bank which offered this Gold Investment Scheme, only Kuwait Finance House which operated with Islamic system. The others banks which practiced with conventional system are Maybank, CIMB Bank, Public Bank dan United Overseas Bank (UOB).

Kuwait Finance House (KFH) is a finance institution that originated from Kuwait. KFH is ranked as one of the most influencer international bank from the Middle East along with Al-Rajhi Bank, Naseer Social Bank and Islamic Development Bank (IDB). Since from establishment, KFH has received numerous of award which significant the strength of the bank from financially aspect and also the parameter of the syariah compliance which is practiced by the bank.

KFH has begun its operation in Malaysia on 2005. KFH main intention when they decided to invest in Malaysia is just to offer to the Muslim a Syariah-based banking product free from any prohibited element in Islam. KFH is focusing to the countries that have majority Muslim community such as Bangladesh, Indonesia, Singapore, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and United Arab Emirates (Kuwait Finance House Malaysia Berhad, 1 December 2017). There are a lot of products offered by KFH through his branches around the world. Some of the products are as follow:

1. Deposit Account.
2. Investment Account.
3. Wealth Management.
5. Others. (Money Transfer, Priority Banking, Securities)
KFH also offered Gold Investment Account to the public which is the only one gold investment scheme which is totally comply with the Syariah rules and regulation. The investment account is known as KFHMB Gold Account-i. This investment account use Bay’ Al-Sarf and Qard Hasan as the main underlying contract. There are certain procedure which is practices by the bank in operating their investment account which will be discussed in this topic.

First of all, when the customer interested to invest in the KFHMB Gold Account-i, the customer are compulsory to have either saving account or current account with KFH. If the customer still did not have, they must sign up atleast saving account for RM 250 cost. As information, the saving account in KFHMB is a bookless account types which mean the customer will not be given account book, but they will be recorded by using ic numbers.

One the customer has already have a saving account with the KFH, the customer now can buy the gold offered by the bank which is minimum 5 gram for minor, 10 gram for individual and 50 gram for non-individual or institution. This buying will used Bay’ Al-Sarf contract. When the customer has buy the gold, the transaction will be recorded in a slip which will be handover to the customer as a proof.

In this step, the customer will be given an option either they want the bank keep the gold for them or they want the gold physically to be kept by themselves. If the customer want to collect the physical gold, the bank will arranged for them the collection day. This is because the bank needs times to transport the gold from their saving vault to the branches. The procedure usually takes around 2-3 days along with the Bank Negara Resolution that gold transaction only allowed up to 3 days for operation procedure. The gold can be collected in 1, 5, 10 and 50 gram coin.

However, if the customers chooses to let the bank keep the gold, the bank will determine it as a debt under qard hasan contract and will return it back to the customers anytime they want without any charges involved. This is to ensure that there is no prohibited element occurred in the qard hasan contract.

The customer can top-up their gold from time to time in scale 1, 5, 10 and 50 gram. This ordered can be done by filling Gold Buying Form at their branches. When the bank has received order from the customer, the bank will immediately recored the top-up gold to the customer gold investment account.

When the customers want to sell their gold, the customer can fill the form known as Order KFH Form. The selling can be done in any branches of KFH. The customer need to come to the branches by himself for the purpose of selling. This procedure is to avoid from any risky probability. The operation of KFH can be understand easily on these chart.
This bank operation procedure is undoubtedly is purely comply with the syariah requirement in the issues of gold investment and transaction. From the starting, the banks are strictly to follow to method of ‘Hand to Hand’ for the transaction of the gold that instructed by the Bank Negara Resolution. This is to ensure that there is no any element of *riba’ al-nasiah* due to the late of the gold exchange.

Then, the bank also offered to the customer the physical gold as low as 1 gram. This is the main difference with the KFH and the others conventional bank which no physical gold offered. There is no such gold transaction without the physical gold available in Islam. If occurred, the transaction will be recognized as *bay’ al-madum* that strictly forbidden by the shariah.

The customers also able to top-up their gold anytimes they want, and also allowed to sell their gold anytime without any constraints. The price of the gold either for top-up or for selling purpose will be determined by the current market price which is set globally. The transaction also clearly stated in the book account and bank slip in order to prevent from any gharar element involves.

This gold investment account can be another chance for Muslim in order to invent and expand their wealthy by investing in gold market. This is important for Muslim where the Muslim are ordered by Allah to seek for Halal and evade any instrument of investment which is contain prohibited element.

**Conclusion.**
Gold Investment Account is an instrument for the people in order to invest to increase their wealth due the gold price is more stable and also popular as an item with anti inflacy characteristic.

Gold Investment Account with which fulfilled the shariah requirment is suitable for Muslim to invest. This is because this type of investment is safe and
low risky due to the gold itself as a good investment instrument. However, the society especially among Muslim knowledge regarding the gold investment is still unsatisfied. Most of the people prefer to keep their money in their saving account rather than to invest in the form of gold investment scheme.

The bank itself should take an initiative to promoting their gold investment product widely in order to gain more customer and people enroll this product. This will be a win-win solution where the bank can run a smooth business while the people can gain extra income through their investment activity.
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